
Merchant’s Monthly Rewards Programme

General Terms

_____________________________________________________________________
1. About

a. Niaga.Place is pleased to provide an incentive programme which allows Merchants to

compete in a healthy manner. The Monthly Rewards Programme (hereinafter referred

to as “MRP”) is a monthly event with prizes to be won every month.

2. Enrolment

a. All Merchants are automatically enrolled with the Monthly Reward Programme.

b. Merchants with suspended or terminated accounts are not eligible to part-take in the

MRP.

c. Niaga.Place reserves the right to deny participation for any reasonable reasons.

3. Merchant’s Monthly Rewards Programme

a. Total Amount of Transactions

i. In order to win, Merchants need to reach the Total Amount of Transactions

(“TAT”) each month.

ii. The TAT may vary from one month to the next and it is up to Niaga.Place to

set the TAT.

b. Selection of Recipients of Monthly Reward

i. Where there are more than one Merchant who achieved the TAT, judgement

will be then based on the Total Amount of Transactional Value (“TATV”)

where it is calculated based on the total value of the competing Merchant’s

monthly transactions.

c. Prizes & Rewards

i. Prizes will vary depending on the month of the reward and will be informed

on the Niaga.Place circular platforms such as email and Telegram.

ii. There may be more than one winner per month and will be awarded in

ranking order of their monthly performance in accordance with the value of

the announced prizes.

iii. Niaga.Place reserves all the rights to revoke any winners for any reasonable

reasons.

d. Recipients Information

i. When winners are informed, they will be directed to furnish Niaga.Place with

their details in order to receive the prize. The prize can be revoked if the

Merchant fails to do so in 2 days after being notified as a winner and will be

reminded of this Clause.


